
Unstructured Data Analysis

George Chen

Lecture 6: Wrap up manifold learning 
(t-SNE), a first look at analyzing images, and 

an introduction to clustering phenomena



(Flashback) Some Observations on Isomap

The quality of the result 
critically depends on the 
nearest neighbor graph

Ask for nearest neighbors to 
be really close by

Allow for nearest neighbors 
to be farther away

There might not be enough 
edges

Might connect points that 
shouldn’t be connected

In general: try different parameters for nearest neighbor graph 
construction when using Isomap + visualize

Emphasize 
local structure

Emphasize 
global structure



(Flashback) Isomap

Original high-dim. data

Low-dim. data

Build k-NN graph, 
computed shortest 

distances

Compute Euclidean 
distances between all pairs 
of low-dimensional points

Distance table 
(for high-dim. points)

Distance table 
(for low-dim. points)

Make these two as 
close as possible (Euclidean dist)

If k is set too large and we 
connect everything: 

Isomap just becomes MDS



t-SNE 
(t-distributed stochastic 

neighbor embedding)



t-SNE High-Level Idea #1
• Don't use deterministic definition of which points are neighbors
• Use probabilistic notation instead
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A and B are "sim
ilar"

A and C are "sim
ilar"

A and D are "sim
ilar"

... D and E are "sim
ilar"



t-SNE High-Level Idea #2
• In low-dim. space (e.g., 1D), suppose we just randomly 

assigned coordinates as a candidate for a low-dimensional 
representation for A, B, C, D, E (I'll denote them with primes):

A'B'C' D'E'
• With any such candidate choice, we can define a probability 

distribution for these low-dimensional points being similar
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t-SNE High-Level Idea #3
• Keep improving low-dimensional representation to make the 

following two distributions look as closely alike as possible

0
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0.15
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A, B sim
ilar

A, C sim
ilar

A, D sim
ilar

... D, E sim
ilar

This distribution stays fixed

This distribution changes as we move around low-dim. points



t-SNE

Original high-dim. data

Low-dim. data

Technical detail: creates probabilities 
based on Gaussian distribution

Technical detail: creates probabilities 
based on Student’s t-distribution

Probability table 
(for high-dim. points)

Probability table 
(for low-dim. points)

Make these two as 
close as possible

(Technical detail: 
KL divergence)

Technical details are in separate slides (posted on webpage)



t-SNE

Low perplexity value High perplexity value

Emphasize 
local structure

Emphasize 
global structure

Also: play with learning rate, # iterations

In practice, often people initialize with PCA

Roughly: perplexity is like a 
continuous version of 
“number of nearest 

neighbors”



Manifold Learning with t-SNE

Demo



t-SNE Interpretation

https://distill.pub/2016/misread-tsne/



Dimensionality Reduction for Visualization

• There are many methods (I've posted a link on the course 
webpage to a scikit-learn example using ~10 methods)

• PCA and t-SNE are good candidates for methods to try first

• PCA is very well-understood; the new axes can be interpreted

• If you have good reason to believe that only certain features 
matter, of course you could restrict your analysis to those!

• Nonlinear dimensionality reduction: new axes may not really be 
all that interpretable (you can scale axes, shift all points, etc)



Let’s look at images



(Flashback) Recap: Basic Text Analysis

• Represent text in terms of “features” 
(such as how often each word/phrase appears)
• Can repeat this for different documents: 

represent each document as a “feature vector”

☀☂☁☁☁☂☃☂☂☀"Sentence": 

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

☀ ☁ ☂ ☃
Term

Frequency
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.1
[ ] This is a point in 

4-dimensional 
space, ℝ4

In general (not just text): first represent data as feature vectors
# dimensions = number of terms



Image source: The Mandalorian

Example: Representing an Image

[]0
0: black 
1: white

Go row by row and look at pixel values



Image source: The Mandalorian

[]
Example: Representing an Image

0

0: black 
1: white

Go row by row and look at pixel values

0

…



Image source: The Mandalorian

[]
Example: Representing an Image
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0: black 
1: white

Go row by row and look at pixel values
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…



Image source: The Mandalorian

[]
Example: Representing an Image

0

0: black 
1: white

Go row by row and look at pixel values

0

…

# dimensions = image width × image height
Very high dimensional!

0.9

…

0.1



Dimensionality Reduction for Images

Demo



Visualization

Many real UDA problems: 
The data are messy and it’s not 

obvious what the “correct” 
labels/answers look like, and 

“correct” is ambiguous!
Later on in the course (when we cover predictive analytics), we look 

at how to take advantage of knowing the true “correct” answers
Top right image source: https://bost.ocks.org/mike/miserables/

Example: Trying to 
understand how people 

interact in a social network

Important: 
Handwritten digit demo is a 

toy example where we know 
which images correspond to 

digits 0, 1, …, 9

is a way of debugging data analysis!



Let’s look at a structured dataset 
(easier to explain clustering): 

drug consumption data



Drug Consumption Data

Demo



Intermission



Unstructured Data Analysis

George Chen

Lecture 7: Distance and similarity functions, 
clustering



Clustering Shows Up Often in Real Data!

To come up with clusters, we first need to define 
what it means for two things to be “similar”

• Example: crime might happen more often in specific hot spots

• Example: users in a recommendation system can share 
similar taste in products

• Example: people applying for micro loans have a few specific 
uses in mind (education, electricity, healthcare, etc)



Defining SimilarityThe Art of 

Example: cosine similarity
<latexit sha1_base64="7NQmyXf52nCtsRP8aTRH3rr/SR4=">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</latexit>

!Xi , Xj"
#Xi##Xj#

• Popular: define a distance first and then turn it into a similarity

Example: Euclidean distance
<latexit sha1_base64="ZfIklN4mrF/O2xHVUffh+J04yag=">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</latexit>

!Xi " Xj!

Turn into similarity with decaying exponential

! > 0where

<latexit sha1_base64="Yumuwcm4iVJPwPUaf8Ej5ak4BrQ=">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</latexit>

exp(��kXi � Xjk2)

• There is no “best” distance function to use

• Can also directly define similarity function

There exist methods for automatically learning 
distance or similarity functions



Example: Time Series
How would you compute a distance between these?

T

Xi Xj

Only observe time steps 
between 0 and T



Example: Time Series

T

Xi Xj

How would you compute a distance between these?

Only observe time steps 
between 0 and T



Distance could be defined 
as the area of this purple 

shaded in region

Example: Time Series

T

XiXj

How would you compute a distance between these?

One solution: Align them first

In practice: for time series, very popular to use "dynamic time warping" 
(aligns two time series in a nonlinear manner)



Dynamic Time Warping aims to align time 
series into some common coordinate system

Then in the common coordinate system, can use usual 
distance functions like Euclidean, Manhattan, etc

“Aligning” data points is important in other problems too, 
not just for time series analysis



Example: Spell Check

Distance between “apple” and “ap;ple”?

One way to compute: find minimum number of single-letter insertions/
deletions/substitutions to convert one to the other 

(called the Levenshtein distance)



Brain Image “Alignment”

FreeSurfer software: convert different people’s brain scans into 
spherical coordinates for comparison



Is a Distance/Similarity Function Any Good?

Easy thing to try:

• Pick a data point (for example, randomly)

• Compute its similarity to all the other data points, and sort 
them from most similar to least similar (or smallest distance to 
largest)

• Manually examine the most similar (closest) data points

If the most similar/closest points are not interpretable, it's quite 
likely that your distance/similarity function isn't very good  =(



Clustering methods aim to group 
together data points that are 

“similar” into “clusters”, while having 
different clusters be “dissimilar”

Clustering methods will either directly assume a specific 
choice of distance/similarity function, or some allow you 

to specify the distance/similarity



Going from Similarities to Clusters

Generative models

There’s a whole zoo of clustering methods

Hierarchical clustering
Top-down: Start with everything in 1 

cluster and decide on how to 
recursively split

1. Pretend data 
generated by specific 

model with parameters
2. Learn the parameters 

("fit model to data")
Bottom-up: Start with everything in its 

own cluster and decide on how to 
iteratively merge clusters

Several main categories (although there are other categories!):

3. Use fitted model to 
determine cluster assignments

We mainly focus on this

Density-based clustering
Based on finding parts of the data 

with higher density



We're going to start with 
perhaps the most famous of 

clustering methods
It won't yet be apparent what this method 

has to do with generative models



k-means
Step 0: Pick k
We’ll pick k = 2

Step 1: Pick guesses for 
where cluster centers are

Example: choose k of 
the points uniformly 

at random to be initial 
guesses for cluster 

centers
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ways to make the 
initial guesses)
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k-means
Step 0: Pick k
We’ll pick k = 2

Step 1: Pick guesses for 
where cluster centers are

Example: choose k of 
the points uniformly 

at random to be initial 
guesses for cluster 

centers
(There are many 

ways to make the 
initial guesses)

Step 2: Assign each point to belong to the closest cluster

Step 3: Update cluster means (to be the center of mass per cluster)

Repeat until convergence: 



k-means
Final output: cluster centers, cluster assignment for every point

Remark: Very sensitive to 
choice of k and initial 

cluster centers

Suggested way to pick initial cluster centers: “k-means++” method

How to pick k?
• Basic check: 

If you have 
really, really 
tiny clusters  
⇒ decrease k

• More details later

(rough intuition: incrementally add centers; favor adding center far 
away from centers chosen so far)



When does k-means work well?

k-means is related to a more general model, which will help us 
understand k-means



When does k-means work well?

k-means is related to a more general model, which will help us 
understand k-means



Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

What random process could have generated these points?



Generative Process

Think of flipping a coin

Each flip doesn't depend on any of the previous flips

each outcome: heads or tails



Generative Process

Think of flipping a coin

Each flip doesn't depend on any of the previous flips

each outcome: 2D point

Okay, maybe it's bizarre to think of it as a coin…

If it helps, just think of it as you pushing a button and 
a random 2D point appears…



Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

We now discuss a way to generate points in this manner



Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

Image source: https://www.intechopen.com/source/html/17742/media/image25.png

Assume: points sampled independently from a probability distribution

Example of a 2D probability distribution

how probable 
point generated 

at (x, y) is

y
x

Red = more likely

Blue = less likely

This is the sum of two 2D 
Gaussian distributions!



Quick Reminder: 1D Gaussian

Image source: https://matthew-brett.github.io/teaching//smoothing_intro-3.hires.png

This is a 1D Gaussian distribution



2D Gaussian

Image source: https://i.stack.imgur.com/OIWce.png

This is a 2D Gaussian distribution



Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

Image source: https://www.intechopen.com/source/html/17742/media/image25.png

Assume: points sampled independently from a probability distribution

Example of a 2D probability distribution

how probable 
point generated 

at (x, y) is

y
x

Red = more likely

Blue = less likely

This is the sum of two 2D 
Gaussian distributions!

2D Gaussian distribution
2D Gaussian distribution

Key idea: Each Gaussian 
corresponds to a different cluster



Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

• For a fixed value k and dimension d, a GMM is the sum of k 
d-dimensional Gaussian distributions so that the overall 
probability distribution looks like k mountains

• Each mountain corresponds to a different cluster

• Different mountains can have different peak heights

• One missing thing we haven't discussed yet: 
different mountains can have different shapes

(We've been 
looking at d = 2)



2D Gaussian Shape
In 1D, you can have a skinny Gaussian or a wide Gaussian

In 2D, you can more generally have ellipse-shaped Gaussians

Less uncertainty More uncertainty

Image source: https://www.cs.colorado.edu/~mozer/Teaching/syllabi/ProbabilisticModels2013/
homework/assign5/a52dgauss.jpg

Top-down view of an example 2D Gaussian distribution

Ellipse enables 
encoding relationship 

between variables

Can't have arbitrary 
shapes



Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

• For a fixed value k and dimension d, a GMM is the sum of k 
d-dimensional Gaussian distributions so that the overall 
probability distribution looks like k mountains

• Each mountain corresponds to a different cluster

• Different mountains can have different peak heights

• Different mountains can have different ellipse shapes 
(captures "covariance" information)

(We've been 
looking at d = 2)



Example: 1D GMM with 2 Clusters

What do you think this looks like?

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 0.5

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 2 = 0.5

Gaussian mean = −5
Gaussian std dev = 1

Gaussian mean = 5
Gaussian std dev = 1
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Example: 1D GMM with 2 Clusters

What do you think this looks like?

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 0.7

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 2 = 0.3

Gaussian mean = −5
Gaussian std dev = 1

Gaussian mean = 5
Gaussian std dev = 1



Example: 1D GMM with 2 Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 0.7
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Example: 1D GMM with 2 Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 0.7

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 2 = 0.3

Gaussian mean = −5
Gaussian std dev = 1

Gaussian mean = 5
Gaussian std dev = 1

How to generate 1D points from this GMM:
1. Flip biased coin (with probability of heads 0.7)
2. If heads: sample 1 point from Gaussian mean -5, std dev 1
    If tails: sample 1 point from Gaussian mean 5, std dev 1



Example: 1D GMM with 2 Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 𝜋1

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 2 = 𝜋2

Gaussian mean = 𝜇1

Gaussian std dev = 𝜎1

Gaussian mean = 𝜇2

Gaussian std dev = 𝜎2

How to generate 1D points from this GMM:

1. Flip biased coin (with probability of heads 𝜋1)
2. If heads: sample 1 point from Gaussian mean 𝜇1, std dev 𝜎1

    If tails: sample 1 point from Gaussian mean 𝜇2, std dev 𝜎2



Example: 1D GMM with k Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster k

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 𝜋1

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster k = 𝜋k

Gaussian mean = 𝜇1

Gaussian std dev = 𝜎1

Gaussian mean = 𝜇k

Gaussian std dev = 𝜎k

How to generate 1D points from this GMM:

1. Flip biased k-sided coin (the sides have probabilities 𝜋1, …, 𝜋k)
2. Let Z be the side that we got (it is some value 1, …, k)
3. Sample 1 point from Gaussian mean 𝜇Z, std dev 𝜎Z

…



Example: 2D GMM with k Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster k

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 𝜋1

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster k = 𝜋k

Gaussian mean = 𝜇1

Gaussian covariance = 𝛴1

Gaussian mean = 𝜇k

Gaussian covariance = 𝛴k

How to generate 2D points from this GMM:

1. Flip biased k-sided coin (the sides have probabilities 𝜋1, …, 𝜋k)
2. Let Z be the side that we got (it is some value 1, …, k)
3. Sample 1 point from Gaussian mean 𝜇Z, covariance 𝛴Z

…
2D point 2D point

2x2 matrix 2x2 matrix



GMM with k Clusters

Cluster 1 Cluster k

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster 1 = 𝜋1

Probability of generating a 
point from cluster k = 𝜋k

Gaussian mean = 𝜇1

Gaussian covariance = 𝛴1

Gaussian mean = 𝜇k

Gaussian covariance = 𝛴k

How to generate points from this GMM:

1. Flip biased k-sided coin (the sides have probabilities 𝜋1, …, 𝜋k)
2. Let Z be the side that we got (it is some value 1, …, k)
3. Sample 1 point from Gaussian mean 𝜇Z, covariance 𝛴Z

…



High-Level Idea of GMM
• Generative model that gives a hypothesized way in which data 

points are generated

In reality, data are unlikely generated the same way!

In reality, data points might not even be independent!



–George Edward Pelham Box

“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” 

Photo: “George Edward Pelham Box, Professor Emeritus of Statistics, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison” by DavidMCEddy is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0



High-Level Idea of GMM
• Generative model that gives a hypothesized way in which data 

points are generated

In reality, data are unlikely generated the same way!

In reality, data points might not even be independent!

• Learning ("fitting") the parameters of a GMM
• Input: d-dimensional data points, your guess for k

• Output: 𝜋1, …, 𝜋k, 𝜇1, …, 𝜇k, 𝛴1, …, 𝛴k

• After learning a GMM:
• For any d-dimensional data point, can figure out probability 

of it belonging to each of the clusters
How do you turn this into a cluster assignment?



k-means
Step 0: Pick k
We’ll pick k = 2

Step 1: Pick guesses for 
where cluster centers are

Example: choose k of 
the points uniformly 

at random to be initial 
guesses for cluster 

centers
(There are many 

ways to make the 
initial guesses)

Step 2: Assign each point to belong to the closest cluster

Step 3: Update cluster means (to be the center of mass per cluster)

Repeat until convergence: 



k-means
Step 0: Pick k

Step 1: Pick guesses for 
where cluster centers are

Step 2: Assign each point to belong to the closest cluster

Step 3: Update cluster means (to be the center of mass per cluster)

Repeat until convergence: 



(Rough Intuition) Learning a GMM
Step 0: Pick k

Step 1: Pick guesses for cluster probabilities, means, and 
covariances

Step 2: Compute probability of each point belonging to each of the 
k clusters

Step 3: Update cluster probabilities, means, and covariances 
carefully accounting for probabilities of each point belonging to 
each of the clusters

Repeat until convergence: 

This algorithm is called the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm 
specifically for GMM's (and approximately does maximum likelihood)

(Note: EM by itself is a general algorithm not just for GMM's)

(often done using k-means)



Relating k-means to GMM's

If the ellipses are all circles and have the same "skinniness" (e.g., 
in the 1D case it means they all have same std dev):

• k-means approximates the EM algorithm for GMM's

• Notice that k-means does a "hard" assignment of each point to 
a cluster, whereas the EM algorithm does a "soft" (probabilistic) 
assignment of each point to a cluster

Interpretation: We know when k-means should work! It should 
work when the data appear as if they're from a GMM with true 
clusters that "look like circles"



k-means should do well on this



But not on this



Learning a GMM

Demo


